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Creativity: Photomedia 

Photography 
Late Modernity 
Contradictions 
Landscape 

Modernity is “cut off from the past and continually 
hurtling forward at such a dizzying pace that it cannot 
take root, that it merely survives from one day to the 
next: it is unable to return to its beginnings and thus 
recover its powers of renewal” (Marshall Berman 
quoting Octavio Paz). 

The Experience of Modernity 

Modern China 

This is how one pictures the angel of history. His face is turned toward 
the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one single 
catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in 
front of his feet. The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and 
make whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from 
Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such violence that the angel 
can no longer close them. This storm irresistibly propels him into the 
future to which his back is turned, while the pile of debris before him 
grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress. (Benjamin, 1968, 
pp. 257-258) 

The Experience of Modernity 

Paul Klee 
Angelus Novus 

A View of Late 
Modernity 

The Rational Space 

 Controlled 
 Ordered 
 Watched 

Freedom in Nature 

Willliam Wordsworth (and other Romantics) 

Landscapes for solitude and contemplation. 

Nature provides spiritual renewal for the souls corrupted by 
the expanding cities.  

Freedom in Nature 
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There was not much room for contemplation in solitude in [urban 
spaces, nor in wilderness areas such as Yosemite]…Yosemite is 
more like an urbanised wilderness with its electrical outlets for 
campers, and its clothes lines between the pines. In many ways the 
more humble or even degraded sites left in the wake of mining 
operations offer more of a challenge to art, and a greater possibility 
for being in solitude (Robert Smithson) 

Landscape for Solitude and Contemplation 

‘Men can see nothing around them that is 
not in their own image; everything speaks to 
them of themselves. Their very landscape is 
alive’ (Marx) 

Karl Marx Allee, Berlin 

Landscape as Narrative 

“I only wanted Uncle Vernon standing by his own car (a Hudson) 
on a clear day, I got him and the car. I also got a bit of Aunt Mary’s 
laundry and Beau Jack, the dog, peeing on the fence, and a row of 
potted tuberous begonias on the porch and 78 trees and a million 
pebbles in the driveway and more. It’s a generous medium, 
photography”. - Lee Friedlander 

Photography: A Generous Medium 
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Illustration  Portrait     Landscape     Professional     Amateur 

Document  Evidence    Memory    Souvenir    Art   Commerce 

Advertising      Marketing      Public Relations      Family Album     

Pornography      Press     Fashion      Architecture      Snapshot       

Record     Truth      Fiction      Proof      Metonym      Metaphor    

Readymade     Nature       Science     Medical     Concept     Digital       

Analog    Lomography     Large Format     Photoshop    Virtual 

Spectacle  Copy       Simulacra  ………. 

Photography: A Generous Medium What is a photograph? 

       …Excess & Fatigue… 

Andreas Gursky, 99 Cents 

What is a photograph? 

Photography is a silent medium, yet the contemporary visual 
landscape is excessively noisy. 

How do you recapture the silence? Is it possible? 

Ansel Adams 1940s Robert Adams 1970s 
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Lewis Baltz 1970s 

Readymades 

Marcel Duchamp - Fountain 

Readymades 

Every Photograph is a Readymade 

The world is not just inspiration for art, but is actually 
art as you find it.  

Unintentional Art 

Returning order to a chaotic world: 

‘In the field… a photographer is confronted with a 
complex web of visual juxtapositions that realign 
themselves with each step the photographer takes… 
In bringing order to this situation, a photographer 
solves a picture more than composes one’ (Stephen 
Shore) 

Readymades 

Returning order to a chaotic world: 

‘ 

Readymades 

Stephen Shore 
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